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Abstract
In this thesis, we present a new edition of the Google Books Ngram Corpus, de-
scribing how often words and phrases were used over a period of five centuries, in
eight languages; it aggregates data from 6% of all books ever published. This new
edition introduces syntactic annotations: words are tagged with their part-of-speech,
and head-modifier dependency relationships are recorded. We generate these anno-
tations automatically from the Google Books text, using statistical models that are
specifically adapted to the historical text found in these books.
The new edition will facilitate the study of linguistic trends, especially those re-
lated to the evolution of syntax. We present our initial findings from the annotated
ngrams in the new edition, including studies of the change in various words’ primary
parts of speech over time, and to find the words most closely related to a given set of
topics.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Over the generations, many millions of books have been written, and many have sur-
vived through the years; although those texts provide a window into the perspectives
of those who lived during those times, it is impossible for any one person to read all
of them, or even a significant portion of them. The advent of computing technology
makes it tractable now to process a nontrivial portion of that text. In the first ever
study of this breadth and type, Michel et al. [15] performed a quantitative analysis
on millions of books in the Google Books collection, the largest digitized collection of
books in existence. This study, which pioneered a new field called “culturomics”, used
the Google Books collection to find patterns of language and culture across global
trends aggregated from five million books, containing a total of over 500 billion words
— orders of magnitude more text than any person could read in a lifetime.
The trends that they gathered and analyzed consisted of the frequencies of ngrams
(consecutive strings of n words, in this case with n ≤ 5); these frequencies were
aggregated over all of the books published in each year, ranging from the 1500s to
modern day. They came to conclusions about changes regarding language and culture
over the last few centuries, including English vocabulary size, regularization of verbs,
and censorship.
The existence of this data has led linguists and other language enthusiasts to begin
to investigate what we can learn about language, and how language structure and
grammar has changed over time, from this dataset. However, it is difficult to make
15
any such conclusions using just the raw ngrams considered in the culturomics study.
The largest ngrams contain five consecutive words, and these only allow us to learn
very little about the structure of a sentence. In addition, from individual words we
cannot disambiguate parts of speech and other grammatical functions without the
context of those words in the original text.
To that end, the goal of this thesis project was to generate a new edition of the
ngram corpus, syntactically annotating the Google Books collection with part-of-
speech (POS) tags and sentence structure information in the form of head-modifier
dependency relations. This project was done over the course of a 6-month internship
at Google; working from within Google meant we had access to the full text of the
books in the Google Books collection, which is not publicly available, and were there-
fore uniquely positioned to collect aggregate data about sentence function that could
not be done with just raw ngrams. The procedures and tools used to generate these
syntactically annotated ngrams are detailed in chapter 3. To address the validity of
the POS tag data generated for these ngrams, we discuss our approach to evaluating
and improving the existing tools’ accuracies on the Google Books text in chapter 4.
Once we had completed the syntactical annotation of the corpus, we investigated
some of the trends that can be found using these POS tags and dependency relations,
making a first attempt at exploring the new possibilities opened up by syntactic
annotations. Searching for words whose primary part-of-speech has changed over
time reveals some notable shifts in the change of word meaning over the past two
centuries; chapter 5 details the results of this investigation. Similarly, as described in
chapter 6, investigating the most prominent adjectives modifying each word in a set
of topics reveals cultural trends relating to war, technology, and civil rights.
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Chapter 2
Background and Related Work
This chapter provides some background on Google Books, which is the collection
that has enabled all of this research, on how the ngram corpora used in the initial
culturomics study by Michel et al. [15] were built, and on some of that study’s key
findings. We also present some selected related work that has also tried to analyze
the data in the existing ngram corpora.
In the last portion of this chapter, we introduce the natural language process-
ing techniques and tools that are necessary to provide syntactic annotations for the
Google Books Ngram Corpus.
2.1 Google Books and Ngram Corpus Generation
Google Books is a project nearly as old as Google itself [1]. Though the current project
started in 2002, its roots date back to 1996. A substantial effort involving obtaining
and manually scanning millions of books from libraries and publishers worldwide has
resulted in a digital library that is currently estimated to exceed 15 million volumes,
and that continues to grow. The earliest books date back to the fifteenth century,
and the Google Book Search interface (http://books.google.com/), which allows
users to search the contents of books, is available in over 35 languages.
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2.1.1 Collection of books used
In order to ensure the quality of the source data, the analyses were not generated
from the full Google Books digitized collection, but rather from a subset of the books,
filtered such that each book would meet certain criteria for OCR quality and accuracy
of metadata in a process detailed in [16]. A separate subset of books was generated
for each of seven different languages: English, Spanish, French, German, Russian,
Hebrew, and simplified Chinese. There were also two additional collections of English
books, separated by whether they were published in the United States or Great
Britain.
The first filter removed books with questionable text quality, to ensure that the
input text used was reliable. Using an algorithm by Popat et al. [21] to determine
the OCR algorithm’s overall confidence in the quality of the text generated, any book
with OCR quality less than 80% was excluded from the collection used.
In addition, some confidence in accuracy of the date of publication of each of
the books was necessary, as this was the most crucial piece of metadata used in the
analyses. Only books whose recorded date of publication occurred between 1550 and
2008 were included, to filter out very low quality old books as well as books whose
dates of publication were unknown. Any text that was published as part of a serial
was also excluded, due to the fact that serial dates tended to end up being attributed
to the first year each of the serials was published.
Finally, the consistency of the language in each of the books included in the col-
lections, was confirmed using a statistical language-detection algorithm, by checking
the output of this algorithm on the text of the book against the language with which
the book was tagged.
After all of the above filters, the final set of books used by Michel et al. totalled
to around five million books spanning the seven languages, estimated to be about 4%
of all books ever published.
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2.1.2 Ngram corpora
In order to quantitatively analyze the collection of Google Books text, Michel et al.
[15] aggregated data about all ngrams that occurred in the text. To collect counts
for those ngrams, the raw text contained in the books was first split into individual
tokens primarily using whitespace and punctuation. Specific rules and exceptions are
described in Michel et al [16]. Then, the number of occurrences of each ngram, which
could contain up to 5 words, was aggregated per year for each collection described in
section 2.1.1.
Any ngram that occurred fewer than 40 times overall in the corpus was not in-
cluded, both to save space (as there is a very large number of uncommon ngrams,
and therefore the rare ngrams have a very large cumulative mass) and to omit rare
spelling and OCR errors.
Generally, the analyses performed used the frequency of the ngram (defined as the
total number of occurrences of that ngram normalized to the total number of ngrams
occurring that year) instead of the raw counts, so that the numbers for each year were
comparable and did not skew the results towards the more voluminous modern data.
2.2 Summary of Quantitative Analyses
The analysis of the resulting ngram datasets answered several very interesting ques-
tions relating to the evolution of language and to changes in the perception and
frequency of various topics and their implications on culture. The examples detailed
in this section are just a few of the many different interesting trends that can be
found using the Google Books data. The goal of the work presented in this thesis
is to follow up and build on, and to provide a method for others to build on, the
findings described in this section.
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2.2.1 Language change
On the topic of English language and grammar change, Michel et al [15] investigated
the total size of the English lexicon using the distinct unigrams in existence during
each year and estimating the fraction of distinct unigrams that are actual English
words. In a more recent related study, Petersen et al [19] used the English, Span-
ish, and Hebrew unigram data to quantify rates of “word birth” and “word death”,
relating these rates with laws of evolutionary selection.
The ngram data also enabled a more extensive investigation of the regularization
of English verbs, building from a 2007 study by Lieberman et al [13]. Most English
verbs are regular (their past tense is formed by adding -ed), and the few exceptions,
known as irregular verbs, tend to regularize over the centuries; using the Google
Books data, Michel et al. investigated trends for a large number of verbs, counting
the number of verbs that regularized over the time period considered, and noting that
the spread of verbs’ regularization is correlated with their frequency of use.
Each of these studies provides an interesting window on how certain aspects of
the structure and content of the English language have evolved over time.
2.2.2 Cultural perception
The culturomics study also posed several questions regarding changes in cultural
perception. They quantified how long memories of past years lasted by querying the
occurrence patterns of each year; each trend naturally spiked around the year itself,
but they found that the trends for later years dropped off faster. They also tracked
the fame of various well-known individuals by looking at the trends for each of their
names.
A study by Ravallion [22] used the changing frequency of the word “poverty” to
quantify the public perception of and interest in poverty.
By finding trends that had suspicious drops during particular periods of time, as
well as by comparing trends across multiple different languages, Michel et al. [15]
developed a method that could identify people and topics that had been censored
20
under Nazi repression, as well as in Russia and China.
Other findings of illuminating trends ranged from wars to history of science to pop-
ular forms of fast food, demonstrating the wide range of topics that can be analyzed
using the Google Books data.
2.3 The Google Books Ngram Viewer
One of the goals of releasing these corpora was to enable other researchers to do
further investigations on this subject. To this end, all of the Google Books ngram
corpora can be viewed online at http://books.google.com/ngrams. The data was
released in late 2010, corresponding to the online publication of the Science paper
[15]. The Ngram Viewer allows users to interact with the data by querying for any
word and phrases, and has become a popular tool for examining language trends by
experts and non-experts alike.
2.4 Shortcomings of the ngram corpora
Linguists have pointed out the limitations of the ngram corpora [12] in terms of how
the tool can be used to determine the historical usage of particular words, or to
find and quantify more general trends in grammatical change. Because the ngram
corpora contained only untagged words, it was impossible to distinguish between
different senses of the same word, such as the two meanings of harp: the noun form,
which is an instrument, and the verb form, meaning to dwell (excessively) on a topic.
Although there are some ngram proxies for some of these cases — for instance, any
occurrence of the bigram to harp is definitively an example of harp as a verb — these
proxies do not cover all possibilities, and have even less ability to distinguish when a
particular word serves some function in a sentence.
In addition, any further aggregation of trends across ngrams has the issue that
the rare ngrams not included in the corpora may have a large combined effect on the
aggregation, such as trends for “all nouns”.
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2.5 Large-scale annotated corpora
There are some existing large-scale corpora that are annotated with syntactic infor-
mation, though the Google Books collection contains significantly more text than any
of the other source texts used for such corpora. The Corpus of Historical American
English [3], which allows similar ngram queries to those in the Google Books ngram
corpus as well as queries of part-of-speech information, is a 400-million word corpus
of text from 1810 to 2009.
Despite the difficulties described in section 2.4, Davies [4] has also built a tool
using the data from the Google Books American English ngram corpus which allows
users to search for ngrams by part-of-speech tag, and given a part-of-speech query
returns the trends for all ngrams matching it. However, because of the difficulty of
assigning part-of-speech tags accurately to words within an ngram, ngram matches
are determined only by using how often a word is tagged with each part-of-speech
tag in the Corpus of Contemporary American English [2]. As a result, a harp would
match the query a NOUN, but to harp would not match the query to VERB, unless
the parameters of the query are changed to allow words that are tagged as verbs
much less often. Either way, the matches do not have anything to do with whether
the words in question are, in the particular occurrences, actually the part-of-speech
queried.
In 2012, Hinrichs and Zastrow [7] built an annotated diachronic corpus in Ger-
man using text from the German Gutenberg project ranging from the 13th to the
20th centuries. Their corpus, called the Tu¨Ba-D/DC, contains information about
part-of-speech tags, lemmas, named entities, and constituency parse trees for the
text. Because their annotations were automatically generated, they faced very simi-
lar challenges to those we discuss in this thesis.
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2.6 Natural Language Processing Tools
Generating syntactically annotated corpora for performing any language and grammar-
related analyses requires the use of natural language processing tools to determine
part-of-speech tags and information about sentence structure. In this section we
introduce the key procedures required for processing the raw Google Books text to
gather this information, as well as Google’s existing tools for each of these procedures,
which were used for this project mostly without modification.
2.6.1 Tokenization and Sentence Boundary Detection
The first steps of any natural language processing pipeline are tokenization and sen-
tence boundary detection of the source text. Tokenization the process of taking a
raw string of text and separating it into “tokens”, which are single units of words or
punctuation. In English, the simplest strategy for tokenization is just to segment the
text on whitespace characters (such as spaces, tabs, and newlines) and punctuation
symbols. However, this strategy does not properly handle words containing punctu-
ation, such as m.p.h, AT&T, or 55,000.00 [9]. A more complex system is therefore
typically necessary for applications.
Sentence boundary detection, or sentence segmentation, is the process in which
the resulting stream of tokens is separated according to sentence boundaries. Like
tokenization, the naive method for segmentation, which simply segments sentences
based on the locations of periods, would not properly handle many cases, such as
sentence-medial periods in words like Mrs. or 1.5.
The system we used for tokenization and sentence boundary detection for most
languages is a rule-based system that is used within Google. However, in some lan-
guages, such as Chinese, which do not separate words with whitespace, the segmenter
uses statistical methods. The resulting tokenization for English text has a single to-
ken for each word separated by whitespace such as tabs, newlines, and spaces. In
addition, it also separates most punctuation characters such as hyphens, commas,
perods, exclamation points, and so on into separate tokens.
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This system was similar, though not identical, to the one used to tokenize text for
the original ngram corpora. A key difference was that the previous system did not
perform sentence boundary detection.
2.6.2 Part-of-speech tagging
Part-of-speech tagging, the process by which each word or token is tagged with a
particular part of speech, is a fundamental step in many natural language processing
systems. The information it provides about each token is critical disambiguation
information for future steps, and the parts of speech themselves are a desired output
in this case.
Annotated corpora and part-of-speech tagsets
There exist many different ways to enumerate and define detailed and specific word
categories as a set of part-of-speech tags; these tagsets are often associated with a
particular manually part-of-speech tagged corpus of text. In addition, there are very
different tagsets in different languages.
These manually annotated corpora are essential to the development and evaluation
of part-of-speech taggers, as the taggers are typically trained using the “gold” tags on
some number of these corpora, and evaluated using portions of the corpora not used
in the training data. The most commonly used corpus and associated tagset is that of
the Penn Treebank [14], which contains texts from several different corpora, manually
annotated with both part-of-speech tags and syntax trees. The Penn Treebank tagset
contains 45 different part-of-speech tags. This tagset evolved from that of the Brown
corpus [6], a corpus with text from the 1960s spanning many genres, and which has
an associated POS tagset containing 87 tags.
In this thesis, we additionally work with the Penn Parsed Corpus of Modern
British English (PPCMBE) [10]. The PPCMBE contains text from 1700 to 1914,
which is much earlier than that of the Penn Treebank’s Wall Street Journal text or
the Brown corpus. The PPCMBE text is therefore likely to be closer to that of Google
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Books. It also uses its own POS tagset.
In order to provide a language-independent set of tags for all eight languages in
the Google Books ngram corpora (listed in table 3.1), as well as to provide a more
intuitive set of tags for those less familiar with detailed POS tagsets, we used the
universal part-of-speech tagset, defined by Petrov et al. [20], in this project.
The universal POS tagset groups the finer sets of part-of-speech tags into twelve
broader categories, which generally exist in similar form across many languages:
Noun (nouns), Verb (verbs), Adj (adjectives), Adv (adverbs), Pron (pronouns),
Det (determiners and articles), Adp (prepositions and postpositions), Num (nu-
merals), Conj (conjunctions), Prt (particles), ‘.’ (punctuation marks) and X (a
catch-all for other categories such as abbreviations or foreign words).
Figure 2-1 shows the universal POS tags assigned to each word of an example
sentence.
Details for the POS tagger
We used a Conditional Random Field (CRF) based tagger, as introduced by Lafferty
et al in 2001 [11], to tag the text of the Google Books collection. The tagger was
trained on the Wall Street Journal (newswire) portion of the Penn Treebank [14], as
well as on the Brown corpus [6], and the QuestionBank corpus [8], a corpus of labelled
questions. We used the current word and suffixes and prefixes of lengths 1, 2, and
3 in our tagger; additionally, we used word cluster features [23] for the current word
and transition features between the clusters of the current and previous words. On
in-domain data, in which the test data and training data are different sections of the
Penn Treebank, this tagger achieves an accuracy of 97.22%, which is state-of-the-art
for this dataset.
This tagger outputs POS tags in the Penn Treebank tagset; in order to get the
universal POS tag associated with each word being tagged, we apply a deterministic
mapping from the predicted tags to the universal POS tagset, as suggested in Petrov
et al. [20].
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John has short black hairSTART END
NOUN VERB ADJ ADJ NOUN
ROOT
POS Tags
Sentence
Dependency relations
Figure 2-1: The sentence “John has short black hair”, with all annotations, including
sentence boundary tokens, universal part-of-speech tags, and a dependency parse tree.
2.6.3 Dependency parsing
Finally, once a text has been tokenized and part-of-speech tagged, one can determine
the syntactic sentence structure for each sentence by parsing. In linguistics, the
structure of a sentence is described by a constituency parse tree, which describes the
structure of a sentence in terms of a hierarchical tree that groups words together into
constituents (groups of words that function as a single unit in a sentence, such as a
noun phrase), and where each word in the sentence is a leaf of the parse tree.
A dependency-based parse tree represents similar information to a constituency
tree, but the tree instead consists of pairwise relationships between the words in the
sentence. Each word in the sentence has a unique “head” word that it modifies, which
is either another word in the sentence or a dummy token representing the root of the
tree. Each word has exactly one head governing it, but any word may have multiple
or no modifiers. Figure 2-1 shows an example of the dependency parse of a sentence.
In this sentence, for example, the word hair has two modifiers, black and short. The
word has is at the root of the tree and therefore has an arrow from the dummy token
“ROOT”.
Although they are not shown in the figure, each of these relationships is addition-
ally labelled with a type describing the grammatical relationship between the head
and the modifier, such as “direct object”, or “temporal modifier”; however, the set
of labels used in each language differs from the others.
We use a deterministic transition-based dependency parsing model [17] with an
arc-eager transition strategy and trained with a linear kernel SVM. The features we
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Language POS Tags Dependencies
English 97.9 90.1
Spanish 96.9 74.5
German 98.8 83.1
French 97.3 84.7
Italian 95.6 80.0
Russian 96.8 86.2
Chinese 92.6 73.2
Hebrew 91.3 76.2
Table 2.1: Part-of-speech and unlabeled dependency arc prediction accuracies on
in-domain data. Accuracies on the out-of-domain book data are likely lower.
use are: the part-of-speech tags of the first four words in the buffer and of the top
two words on the stack; the word identities of the first two words in the buffer and
of the top word on the stack; and the word identity of the syntactic head of the top
word on the stack (if available). All non-lexical feature conjunctions are included. For
treebanks with non-projective trees we use the pseudo-projective parsing technique
to transform the treebank into projective structures [18]. On in-domain data, the
accuracy of this parser on unlabeled dependencies (meaning that the evaluation does
not take the accuracy of labels into account, only the head-modifier pairings) is 90.1%.
Table 2.1 shows the parsing accuracies for other languages.
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Chapter 3
Ngram Corpora for Grammatical
Analysis
In order to enable large scale quantitative analysis of the evolution of language and
syntax, we needed syntactic information about the Google Books text. Syntacti-
cally annotated ngrams make it possible to aggregate language phenomena across
sentences, and even books, by year.
This chapter describes the tools and procedures used to generate the part-of-speech
tagged and parsed ngram corpora that we produced and used for analysis.
3.1 Collection of books used
The set of books used to generate the new syntactically annotated ngram corpora were
selected using the procedure described in section 2.1.1; in particular, the procedure
used the same filters to ensure metadata and OCR quality in the books that were
ultimately used. Because the full collection of Google Books has expanded since 2009
(when the last edition was generated), and because OCR quality has improved in the
past two years, the text of the books used in the new edition reflect these changes.
The new edition contains over 3 million more books and is expected to have better
overall OCR quality.
In addition to the seven languages for which ngram corpora were previously gen-
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Language #Volumes #Tokens
English 4,541,627 468,491,999,592
Spanish 854,649 83,967,471,303
French 792,118 102,174,681,393
German 657,991 64,784,628,286
Russian 591,310 67,137,666,353
Italian 305,763 40,288,810,817
Chinese 302,652 26,859,461,025
Hebrew 70,636 8,172,543,728
Table 3.1: Number of volumes and tokens included in our collection for each language.
The total collection contains more than 6% of all books ever published.
erated, we also added a new collection for Italian, thus bringing our corpora up to
eight languages. Table 3.1 details the number of books and the number of tokens
contained in each of the languages we used. With the additional books that have
been added to Google Books in the last two years, the total number of books we used
is now over 8 million, which is estimated to be over 6% of all books ever published.
3.2 Generating the ngram corpora
The new ngram corpora contain the total counts for ngrams of size 1 through 5, in-
cluding counts of ngrams tagged with part-of-speech tags; they also contain “ngrams”
representing dependency relations in the dependency tree of each sentence in the
books. The total counts of each ngram occurring in the corpus were aggregated
by year, so that there is a separate count stored for every year a particular ngram
occurred.
3.2.1 Preprocessing
The first step for generating annotated ngram counts for a given book is to perform
tokenization and sentence boundary detection, as described in section 2.6.1, resulting
in the raw text of the book being separated into sentences, and individual tokens
within those sentences.
Having the text in separate sentences was key for our processing of the data, as
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we handled ngrams on a sentence level, considering only ngrams contained within a
single sentence. This is a change from the previously processed corpora, where ngrams
spanning sentence boundaries (such as hat . I have) had been included. Given the
sentence boundaries, we added tokens denoting the beginning ( START ) and end
( END ) of each sentence, to make it possible to distinguish between ngrams that
occur in sentence medial positions from those occurring at either end. Thus, while we
do not extract counts for the ngram hat . I have, we do have counts for hat . END
and START I have.
Additionally, we attempted to combine sentences spanning multiple pages of a
book by concatenating the first and last sentences on adjacent pages, and then re-
running the tokenization and sentence boundary detection on the combined text to
potentially form a single sentence.
3.2.2 Ngrams containing words and parts of speech
After tokenization and sentence boundary detection, we used the part-of-speech tagger
described in section 2.6.2. Because the Google Books collection contains much older
text than the training data, the POS tagging accuracy had the potential of being
much lower than the in-domain tagging accuracy. We therefore performed some
experiments to evaluate our tagger on historical text, as well as to adapt our tagger
specifically to the Google Books collection. Our best estimation for the accuracy of
this POS tagger on the Google Books collection in English is around 93%, as we
describe in section 4.3, though we think this may be an underestimate.
Once we had part-of-speech tagged the books, our goal was then to store the
new information regarding the part-of-speech tags associated with each ngram in a
way such that they could augment the information we already had with the existing
untagged ngram corpora, and such that they would enable us to do aggregate analyses
making use of part-of-speech tags.
We therefore produced a comprehensive ngram corpus that contained yearly counts
for any ngram, with n ranging from 1 to 5 words, where each position of the ngram
contains any one of a word (house), a part-of-speech tag (NOUN ), or a tagged
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book
NOUN
book NOUN book NOUN
Table 3.2: Syntactic ngrams generated for the source word “house”.
green house
ADJ NOUN
green house green NOUN green house NOUN
ADJ house ADJ NOUN ADJ house NOUN
green ADJ house green ADJ NOUN green ADJ house NOUN
Table 3.3: Syntactic ngrams generated for the source bigram, “green house”.
word (house NOUN ). Some example ngrams whose counts were stored in the tagged
ngram corpus for English would therefore be the green house, DET ADJ NOUN, and
the DET green NOUN.
In order to calculate these counts, we used Google’s MapReduce framework [5] to
aggregate counts for the different ngrams over all books in each corpus by counting
the total counts for each ngram in each book, and then combine those counts.
Tables 3.2 and 3.3 give examples detailing how ngram counts are incremented for
given words tagged with part-of-speech tags that occur in a source book.
Suppose the word book appears in a book, and is tagged as a noun. Then, when
the sentence containing this word is processed, there are three different annotated
ngrams whose total counts this word should count towards; those ngrams are shown
in table 3.2. Once the entire corpus has been processed, the total count for the word
book would be the total number of times the word book has appeared, the total count
for the part-of-speech tag NOUN would be the total number of times any noun has
appeared, and the total count for the tagged word book NOUN would be the total
number of times the word book has appeared specifically as a noun (which excludes
occurrences of the word book as a verb, for example).
For each bigram, there are nine combinations of the three different kinds of com-
ponents in ngrams; the counts of each of those nine combinations are incremented
when a given bigram appears in a book. Table 3.3 lists the different combinations of
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Untagged ngrams New tagged ngrams
John START John
John has has VERB
short black John VERB short
has short black black ADJ NOUN END
John has short black has ADJ black NOUN
Table 3.4: Some sample ngrams that are generated from the sentence “John has short
black hair”.
words, part-of-speech tags, and tagged words whose counts the bigram green house
contributes to.
Counts for all permutations of word, part-of-speech tag, and tagged words were
also computed for each source trigram, meaning that each source trigram contributed
to the counts for 27 different ngrams.
For 4-grams and 5-grams, because computing counts for all permutations of each
source ngram would entail a very large space blowup, we only aggregated counts for
combinations of words and part-of-speech tags (so the corpora contain counts for the
ADJ green NOUN, but not the ADJ green house NOUN ). In addition, the count
for each fully tagged 4-gram or 5-gram, consisting of only tagged words, (the DET
small ADJ green ADJ house NOUN ) was also included.
Table 3.4 shows some examples of untagged and of tagged ngrams that are in-
cluded in the sentence “John has short black hair”, though the list of tagged ngrams
provided is not complete. The sentence start ( START ) and end ( END ) tokens are
considered just as regular tokens, except that we do not count them as unigrams, nor
do we expand them with any part-of-speech tags. Because we do not include ngrams
spanning sentences, the start and end tokens are always in the initial and final posi-
tions of ngrams, respectively. The untagged ngrams which do not span sentences are,
of course, a subset of the newly generated tagged ngrams.
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3.2.3 Dependency Relations
Each part-of-speech tagged sentence was then parsed, using the parser described in
section 2.6.3. Because of the difficulty of analyzing the correctness of the parsing
results on a corpus for which we do not have the correct parse trees, we did not
evaluate the parsing accuracy on the Google Books corpora.
As seen in section 2.6.3, figure 2-1 shows the dependency parse tree of the exam-
ple sentence “John has short black hair”, with the resulting dependency relations.
For this sentence, we generate one “bigram” for each pair of words connected by a
dependency arrow, which we denote by “=>” in the ngram corpora but will write as
→ below. In each dependency, the head of the dependency (for example, “hair”)
is written to to the left of the arrow, with the arrow pointing at the modifier (for
example, “black”). Combinations, where the head or the modifier may be any of a
word, part-of-speech tag, or tagged word, are generated the same way as described
for bigrams in the previous section.
The dependency relation “ngrams” that are generated from the source sentence
“John has short black hair”, therefore, would include ROOT → has, has→ NOUN ,
hair NOUN → ADJ , V ERB → John, hair → short, hair → black, among many
other combinations of the words (and their corresponding POS tags and tagged ver-
sions) in those dependency relations.
Although the output of the dependency parser also includes labels for the depen-
dency relations, specifying which particular kind of relation the arrow denotes (such
as “John is the subject of the verb has”), we did not include the labels of the depen-
dency relations in the generated dependency relation “ngrams”. The rationale for this
was both to simplify the specific relations for which we have total counts as well as to
be able to have the same notation across languages, many of which have different sets
of dependency labels. Thus any dependency relation in the ngram corpora indicates
a general unspecified “modifier” relation rather than a specific grammatical one.
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3.2.4 Post-processing
As with the untagged ngram corpora, we save only the aggregated counts of ngrams
that occur in at least 40 books. The reasons for doing so are to save space, to
discard extremely uncommon ngrams that likely result from scanning errors, and (for
copyright reasons) to prevent the potential possibility of reconstructing the text of a
book from unique 5-grams.
3.2.5 The resulting ngram corpora
We generated new, annotated ngram corpora including part-of-speech tags and de-
pendency relations for collections of books in all of the languages in 3.1.
The final part-of-speech tagged ngram corpora and corpora of dependency rela-
tions for the full English language collection were aggregated over 4.5 million books,
and from those books, 468 billion source words contributed to the total ngram counts.
The analyses presented in this thesis were done largely using the tagged unigrams
and dependency relations, and not using any of the longer ngrams. The analyses are
described in chapters 5 and 6. Chapter 7 discusses potential additional analyses that
could be done with larger part-of-speech tagged ngrams.
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Chapter 4
Evaluating Tagging Quality
For any analysis based on facts gathered from data, the reliability of the data is a
crucial factor in the believability of the results. In the case of a quantitative analysis
of language change that makes use of aggregate information about part-of-speech
tags, we must have some measure of the accuracy of the predicted part-of-speech tags
for the text in order to know whether we can draw any conclusions from our findings.
It is, however, difficult to directly measure the accuracy of our part-of-speech
tagger on the Google Books text, due to the lack of gold tags for any part of the
dataset. This chapter describes some experiments done to estimate the quality of the
tagging results on the Books data, using the PPCMBE as a proxy. We then discuss
some investigation of improving the tagging quality on the Google Books collection
by using word clusters generated from a subset of the books.
4.1 The problem of getting tagging accuracy
Using a part-of-speech tagger trained on modern text begs the question of whether
or not the produced tags are accurate for the Google Books data, much of which is
significantly older than the Wall Street Journal (newswire) text on which the tagger
was trained.
Given the tagging results, we were able to extract some tagged passages of ran-
domly selected books and conclude that the tagging quality was fairly good — in
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general, it was difficult to identify many tagging errors from reading through these
tagged paragraphs. This rough sense of accuracy, however, was not enough to provide
any concrete statement about the accuracy of the tagger.
Usually, evaluation of tagging quality on a particular corpus with gold tags is
done by separating the corpus into a training portion and a test portion, and then
evaluating the tagging quality on the test set by comparing the gold tags with the
produced tags after training on the training set. However, this approach was infeasible
on the Google Books data. In addition, the Books data was too large and diverse to
reliably get a representative sample of a small enough size to tag by hand.
The best we could do was therefore to get an estimate of the tagging accuracy by
finding a separate hand-tagged corpus containing texts from the 19th and early 20th
centuries and evaluating the tagger on that corpus as a proxy for the older books
contained in the Google Books collection.
4.2 Penn Parsed Corpus of Modern British En-
glish (PPCMBE)
The Penn Parsed Corpus of Modern British English [10] is an annotated corpus of
texts spanning two centuries, and a range of dates from 1700 to 1914. This corpus
contains a total of about 900,000 words, with texts from various different genres
including biographies, fiction, philosophy, science, history, and law.
The span of years and genres contained in the PPCMBE provides a good variety
of books over which to evaluate the accuracy of the tagger; in particular, there are
not many tagged corpora of books from before 1950 or so, making this one valuable
for ensuring that the tagger is doing a reasonable job on the earlier texts contained
in the Google Books collection. This is particularly important for this thesis because
much of our evaluation of the data involves investigating changes over time, and the
resulting data would be meaningless if the part-of-speech tagging accuracy on early
books were not good.
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4.3 Tagging quality evaluation and results on the
PPCMBE
4.3.1 Procedure
To evaluate the performance of our part-of-speech tagger on the PPCMBE, the general
procedure is to compare the POS tags predicted by the tagger to the manually-
annotated gold tags of the PPCMBE, thus evaluating the tagger’s tagging quality
on books significantly older than the text on which it was trained. Though the
conceptual idea was fairly simple, in practice this involved working out some details
to make such a comparison possible.
The main step was to create a deterministic mapping from the PPCMBE tagset
to the universal POS tagset. The PPCMBE uses a different tagging convention from
those of any treebanks for which Petrov et al. [20] have already defined mappings
to the universal POS tagset. As this was the first time anyone has worked with
the PPCMBE in conjunction with the universal POS tagset, we had to define the
mapping before we could evaluate tagging accuracy on this corpus.
The full mapping from each of the tags found in the PPCMBE to the universal
POS tags can be found in table A.2.
Once we had defined this mapping from the PPCMBE part-of-speech tags to the
universal POS tagset, we could then apply it to the gold tags in the PPCMBE. This
produced a set of “gold” universal POS tags for each word in the corpus.
The tags originally produced by the tagger are in the fine-grained Penn Treebank
tagset, and were then translated to the universal POS tagset. The accuracy of the
tagger was therefore defined as the percentage of all tokens for which the tagger’s
prediction matched the gold PPCMBE tag, after mapping both to universal POS
tags.
For the evaluation, we used the tokenization method and CRF tagger as described
in sections 2.6.1 and 2.6.2, as the evaluation would only make sense if we tested the
tagger exactly as it had been used to generate the syntactically annotated ngrams.
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4.3.2 Results
For the CRF tagger we used, the total accuracy on the PPCMBE, as evaluated on
the universal POS tags, was 93.24%.
Table A.3 contains more detailed results on which part-of-speech tags on where,
specifically, the tagging errors were, and which pairs of part-of-speech tags were most
commonly confused by the tagger.
Accuracies on specific parts of speech
For tagging accuracy, in particular for this application, we were most concerned about
accuracy on the most prevalent parts of speech: nouns, verbs, and adjectives in
particular. On nouns and verbs, the tagging accuracies were much better; each was
close to or above 95%. However, on adjectives, the accuracy was much worse, closer to
80%. Some discussion on why some of these numbers were low, and how the mapping
procedure described above may have affected the tagging accuracy numbers, is in
section 4.3.3 below.
4.3.3 Discussion
For various reasons, the results described above are not perfectly representative of
the true accuracy of the tagger on the books tagged. This experiment had the goal of
determining how well a tagger trained on modern text would perform on older text.
Overall, there may have been many other factors affecting the accuracy of the tagger
on the Google Books data. Also, because of the way PPCMBE tags were mapped
to universal POS tags, there are also reasons why the resulting accuracies for the
PPCMBE may not be representative of accuracies on the Google Books domain.
Mapping Issues
A flaw of the procedure we chose to evaluate the PPCMBE tags — in particular,
the deterministic mapping of each of the PPCMBE tags and the Penn Treebank
tags to the common universal POS tagset — was that the resulting accuracy number
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was highly susceptible to mapping issues. There were some aspects of the two source
tagging conventions used (both that of the PPCMBE and that of the Penn Treebank)
that were in direct conflict, so that no matter what mappings were chosen for the
PPCMBE tagset, there would inevitably be some tags produced by the tagger that
would be marked as incorrect.
Particular words or tags were handled at different resolutions in the Penn Treebank
and in the PPCMBE, resulting in this type of irreconciliable difference. For each, we
were able to quantify the number of errors the mapping issues caused, and what
percentage of the total error those accounted for. In particular, some of these errors
accounted for many of the tagging errors on words whose gold tag was “adjective”,
which affects our accounting of the tagging accuracy on the most important parts of
speech (nouns, verbs, adjectives).
The word to. In the Penn Treebank, all instances of the word “to” are tagged with
the part-of-speech tag “TO”, which is mapped to the universal POS tag “PRT”, for
particles. As the tagger we used tags text using the Penn Treebank convention, all
instances of the word “to” will therefore be tagged as “TO”, and mapped to “PRT.”
In the PPCMBE gold tags, however, the word “to” was tagged as the PPCMBE tag
“TO” close to half of the time (14,712 instances), and tagged as a preposition (“P”)
for most other occurrences (12,299 instances). The most appropriate mapping in the
universal POS tags for the preposition tag “P” in the PPCMBE was, by definition,
the tag for adpositions (“ADP”), which includes prepositions and postpositions.
As a result, the 12,299 instances of the word “to” tagged as a preposition in the
PPCMBE counted towards tagging errors regardless of whether the tagger had made
tagging errors on those words. These errors make up 16.6% of the total errors made
(73,921 tokens were tagged incorrectly in total), and if the tagger had been marked
correct on those, the tagging accuracy would have gone up by a total of about 1.1%.
Quantifiers. There are several different tags in the PPCMBE corresponding to
quantifiers: quantifiers such as “all,” “any,” “each,” “every,” “many,” and so on are
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all tagged with the tag “Q”; relative quantifiers comparing quantities, such as “more”
and “less” are tagged “QR”; and the superlative quantifiers “most” and “least” are
tagged “QS”. However, in the Penn Treebank, these quantifiers are tagged with their
function in the sentence (which may be determiner, adjective, or adverb depending
on the context) rather than as quantifiers. Again, because we had to determine a
single mapping for each of the quantifier tags in the PPCMBE, we chose to map
“Q” to “DET,” as many of the quantifiers were determiners; however, this resulted
in tagging errors for words such as “many”, which adjectives or adverbs, and not
determiners. There were about 2,000 tagging errors resulting from this case, in which
a quantifier “Q” mapped to the tag “DET” was tagged as an adjective, accounting
for about 20.5% of all tagging errors on determiners.
Similarly, relative and superlative quantifiers may be tagged as either adjectives
or adverbs using the Penn Treebank convention, but we could only map each of the
tags “QR” and “QS” to one of those, and we chose to map them to “ADJ”. As a
result, 1,085 relative quantifiers (948 instances of “more,” 137 instances of “less”)
and 849 superlative quantifiers (843 instances of “most,” 6 of “least”) were marked
as mistaggings of adjectives as adverbs, making up 43.8% of adjective-adverb mistag-
gings and 16% of the total errors on adjectives. Had these not been marked as errors,
the total accuracy on adjectives would have gone up by about 3%.
In retrospect, it would perhaps have made more linguistic sense to map relative
and superlative quantifiers to adverbs, though the accuracy was likely to be a toss-up
in either case.
Proper nouns. The PPCMBE and the Penn Treebank appear to have different con-
ventions for tagging proper nouns; in particular, if a proper noun consists of multiple
words, one of which is an adjective (such as “Great Britain”), the first word would be
tagged as an adjective in the PPCMBE (resulting in Great ADJ Britain NOUN ), but
as a proper noun according to Penn Treebank conventions (resulting in Great NOUN
Britain NOUN ). 7.51% of the gold adjectives in the PPCMBE were mistagged as
nouns; of those, it seems that many of the mistaggings were in fact because the ad-
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jective was part of a proper noun phrase, where each word in the proper noun phrase
was tagged as a proper noun according to the Penn Treebank conventions.
The word one. In the PPCMBE tagging convention, all instances of the word
“one” are tagged with the special part-of-speech tag “ONE.” However, in general
(and in the Penn Treebank convention) the word “one” may be any of many different
parts of speech – it may refer to the cardinal number one, a pronoun, or a noun.
Because all of these instances are so different, there was no good way to map the
PPCMBE tag “ONE” to a single universal POS tag; in the end, we simply mapped
it to “NOUN” because that was the most prevalent tag for “one” in the Wall Street
Journal portion of the Penn Treebank. As a result, however, 2,304 instances of the
word “one” were marked as mistagged, accounting for about 3% of the total tagging
errors.
Compound part-of-speech tags in the PPCMBE. Many tags in the PPCMBE
reflect the composition of the source word for compound words, or words that had
previously been multiple words in Middle English. Some now-common words that fall
into this category are “because”,“alive”, “o’clock”, “indeed”, “aside”, and “ashore”.
These words in particular were tagged with the PPCMBE compound tag “P+N”,
signifying that the word is a compound word composed of a preposition followed by
a noun. Though the PPCMBE uses this notation to be consistent with tags used
for even earlier corpora that contained Middle English, the Penn Treebank handles
all of these words according to their function in the sentence, which unfortunately
is completely different for many of the words in the list. In the end, because many
of the words involved were adverbs, we mapped the tag “P+N” to “ADV”; however,
this mapping meant that all instances of the word “because” were marked as tagging
errors, accounting for about 500 errors (equal to the number of occurrences of the
word “because” in the corpus).
There were several other cases in which there was no clear good choice for the
universal POS tag to map to; for example, in the PPCMBE different uses of words
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starting with “wh” such as “which” and “whatever” are distinguished, so that some
were of an adverb-type and some a determiner-type, while in the Penn Treebank
all occurrences would be tagged as determiners. Many of these were less common,
though, and therefore had a smaller effect on the resulting tagging accuracy; some of
them may even have boosted the tagging accuracy numbers.
It therefore seems that some issues with mapping caused the tagging accuracy to
seem lower than the actual tagging accuracy of the tagger; in particular, the accuracy
on adjectives, which was about 83%, becomes much closer to 90% when taking the
mapping issues into account.
Potential discrepancies from the Google Books collection
Another source of discrepancy between the reported tagging accuracy on the PPCMBE
and the actual (but unknown) tagging accuracy on the Google Books collection is the
potential that some possibly-significant sources of tagging error present in the Google
Books collection are not represented in the PPCMBE.
Specifically, we chose to evaluate tagging accuracy on the PPCMBE to validate
our results on the Google Books collection because the collection contained many
older texts, which were likely to have a different writing style than the modern text
on which the tagger was trained. The tagging accuracy results on the PPCMBE
indicate that the tagger is able to perform acceptably even on old text.
On the Google Books collection, however, there is also potential of quality degra-
dation due to OCR errors in the raw text of the books; for example, in books published
closer to 1800, the text contains many instances of the medial s, where the letter “s”
is printed “
∫
”. Although we were able to look at samples of the tagged results, we
had no way of quantifying the effects of those scanning errors. An evaluation on the
PPCMBE cannot test the effect of such scanning errors on tagging accuracy, as the
text and tokens in the PPCMBE have proper spelling.
The next section describes the steps we took to address both these OCR errors,
and any other peculiarities of the Google Books domain, by adapting the tagger
specifically to the text in the Google Books collection.
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4.4 Clustering: Adapting the tagger to the Google
Books corpus
To improve the performance of the tagger on the specific text being tagged, we tried
creating word clusters on the books text, and then adapting the tagger to make use
of information from those clusters when predicting the tags of words. This section
describes the experiments we did involving clustering, and the results of tagging with
clustering on the corpus.
4.4.1 Why use clustering?
Clustering is an unsupervised machine learning process that partitions the words
occurring in a particular text into equivalence classes based on similarity of the con-
texts each word appears in. The words grouped together by the clustering process
are therefore likely to have similar functions in their respective sentences, and be the
same part of speech, making word cluster features useful for part-of-speech taggers.
Clustering allows for the use of class-based language models, which both reduces
the number of parameters in the language model and provides some information about
words that were previously unseen in the training data; these have been shown to be
useful in machine translation [23].
We looked to using word cluster features for tagging the ngrams because it builds
actual information about the corpus for use in the tagger. The clusters of words
could catch changes in both language and vocabulary that have happened over time,
in which modern words were used in different contexts in the past or for words that
are now no longer used. In addition, it provides information about words that are
scanning errors (such as “best” being scanned in as “beft” because of the medial s).
The tagger makes use of this information by taking into account the cluster of an
unknown word when assigning POS tags, and using the tag of known words in the
cluster (“best” would be in the same cluster as “beft”, thus giving the tagger a hint
that “beft” may have the same tag as “best”).
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4.4.2 Results from clustering on Google Books
Making clusters from a sub-corpus
In order to create word clusters on the Google Books corpus, we first created a sub-
corpus containing 100,000 books (out of the total of 5 million), selected at random
such that there were about the same number of books in each year from 1800 to 2000.
This resulted in a corpus containing about 500 books per year, with about 60 million
words across all books in each year.
To perform the actual clustering of those words, we used the modified exchange
algorithm by Uszkoreit and Brants [23], and grouped the vocabulary of that text into
256 clusters.
What’s in the generated clusters?
Table 4.1 shows some excerpts from the clustering results. As expected, we have
many words that serve the same grammatical function in a sentence grouped together;
there is a cluster which contains many verbs in the third-person conjugation, one that
contains various nouns (likely with more in common than just that they are nouns),
and one containing adverbs that mostly seem to end in “ly”. In addition, there are
clusters that contain all of the days of the week (and misspellings of them), all the
months, and even one that appears to contain various forms of addressing nobility.
As expected, these clusters cover many words that would never occur in the train-
ing data, and are particular to the text in the books. There are words, such as
“horsewhip”, that may have been more common two hundred years ago than they
are now; there are old spellings of words, such as “shadowe”, “wounde”, and “watche”;
and there are scanning errors such as instances of the medial s (“proteft”, “Tuefday”)
as well as other OCR errors such as “Lordsliip”.
Tagging results after training with clusters
Table 4.4.2 shows the tagging accuracies on the PPCMBE with and without word
cluster features. These numbers tell us that, in fact, training on word clusters in
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with, wtb, witr, withthe, withits, voith, withl, vyith, wiht, fwith, wdth, witlt,
wiTh, wth, wi.h, witih
occurs, applies, preserves, accentuates, recycles, revests, salls, resemhles,
cleaveth, simplifies, stavs, perpetuates, instantiates, transmits, oocurs, invali-
dates, dominates, dangles, recalculates, decreases
January, Januury, February, Febr, Febmary, March, Mrch, Harch, April, ADril,
May, Mayl, June, JUne, Juae, Junt, July, Jufy, Jaly, August, Augnst, Septem-
ber, Septbr, Sepr, October, Octobor, 9ctober, November, Novembr, Novemrer,
Novenber, Movember, December, Dec.l, Decmber, Decembre, Decembee
Monday, Mouday, Mondaj, Tuesday, tusday, Tuesdav, tuesday, Tuefday, Tuys-
day, Wednesday, Wedinsday, Thursday, Tbursday, Thursdav, Thursdaie, Fri-
day, Fiiday, Frydaye, Saturday, Saturnday, Sunday
Excellency, Kxcellency, Highness, Highnesses, Lordship, Lordshyp, Lordsliip,
Lordfliips, Ladyship, Majesty, Majefiy, Majetty, Honr, Majcsty, Holiness, Heirs
proteft, whisper, wounde, rout, twinkle, subtitute, swoon, snarl, datr, ffine,
measuie, witne, shoek, vcte, shadowe, horsewhip, ieport, murmer, tempeft,
lieense, ihare, curtsy, stiuggle, viait, reproach, repoi, crescendo, bootie, scarre,
progresse, serenade, decrease, lesult, fliare, gerrymander, curtsey, crossappeal,
coinci, changa, causs, watche, mynister, cauie, sbare, relapse, rrport, preview,
measure, menace, desect, downcome, warrrant, rebell, change
invariantly, unbrokenly, abso, verbally, symetrically, universallv, metalli-
cally, mostiy, perspectively, momently, discretely, recurringly, boundlessly, un-
escapably, automatically, unnecessarily, quito, complctely, privily, embryologi-
cally, agaiu, regeneratively, imperceptibly, jnst, continnously, predominatingly,
imperviously, amorphously, endocrinologically
Table 4.1: Some example words that were grouped together a few of the clusters as
a result of the clustering algorithm.
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Clustering Type Accuracy on PPCMBE
No clusters 91.55%
Google News clusters 93.24%
Google Books clusters 93.19%
Table 4.2: Tagging accuracies on PPCMBE with and without clustering.
general gives a significant boost to accuracy of the part-of-speech tagging. In this
case it seems that it does not matter which clusters are used; the accuracies from
using clusters from Google News (the clusters that our tagger had previously used to
find word cluster features) and from our Google Books historical text are comparable.
These results are approximately what one might expect: the presence of word
clusters helps with unknown words, providing additional information about similar
words and the tags they might have; as a result using clusters led to much better
results than not using clusters for part-of-speech tagging. In addition, in this par-
ticular case the two different sets of clusters used were not actually calculated on
the PPCMBE, and therefore each set of clusters was likely to have slightly different
effects on the tagging, with comparable accuracy results. It would be reasonable to
expect a more significant improvement in tagging quality on the Google Books text,
as it is similar to the text from which those clusters were actually generated, though
we still have no way of measuring that for certain.
The tagger that was ultimately used to tag the books and generate part-of-speech
tagged ngrams used word cluster features from the clusters generated as described in
this chapter. Figure A-1 shows an excerpt of tagged text using the clusters extracted
from the Google Books sub-collection compared with the same text tagged using
Google News clusters to show the improvement of tagging results on scanning errors
in particular. Although there is no concrete way to quantify the benefit of the clusters,
the actual content of each cluster, and the small samples of tagged text, indicate that
the clusters are likely to improve the tagging quality.
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Chapter 5
Analysis Using Part-of-Speech Tags
5.1 Using Ngram Data with POS Tags
The work we did in this project produced part-of-speech tagged ngrams generated
from the Google Books collections. The first thing that this enables is the ability to
search for trends including the parts-of-speech of words in ngrams, which may include
specifying words by their POS tag, searching for trends that have to do with only
part-of-speech tags, or using a POS tag as a sort of “wildcard” in an ngram. More
details on the specific things that are now searchable with POS-tagged ngrams, and
what data was generated for each ngram corpus, are described in chapter 3.
For example, with part-of-speech tags, it is now possible to distinguish between the
different types of a particular word, such as “book” (the noun) and “book” (the verb),
by searching for “book NOUN” or “book VERB” specifically. This distinction means
that any trends only involving a single sense of the word can now be distinguished
without inadvertently looping in all other uses of the word.
The ability to specify part-of-speech tags in trends also means that we can get
aggregate data over all words of a particular type, so we can now search for how
often (for example) the adjective “magnificent” modifies any noun by searching for
“magnificent NOUN”.
There is great potential for finding new data and new interesting trends from
queries that are made possible by the inclusion of part-of-speech tags. In particular,
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Figure 5-1: Graph showing the trends of burnt and burned, disambiguating between
the different potential POS tags for each word.
it now allows us to perform some follow-up queries to those posed in the Culturomics
paper [15], which are detailed in section 2.2.
5.1.1 More on Irregular Verbs
The Culturomics paper did a study on the regularization of verbs (the change of the
past tenses of verbs, such as “to burn”, from an irregular form – “burnt” – to a more
regular one, “burned”). In that study, they plotted the trends for the words “burnt”
and “burned”, and noted that those trends crossed around 1880.
However, there is some issue with this approach, as the word “burnt” is also com-
monly used as an adjective, and the untagged ngrams do not distinguish between the
two different tags for the word “burnt”. As shown in figure 5-1, once we separate out
“burnt” as an adjective from “burnt” as a verb, the point at which “burned” crosses
the verb form of “burnt” appears to be decades earlier than previously conjectured.
As is often the case, there is the question of how reliable the conclusions we draw
from this data are. In particular, tagging quality on ambiguous words tends to be
lower than overall tagging quality (as there is more probability of error, and some of
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Figure 5-2: Graph showing how the overall frequencies of nouns, pronouns, and num-
bers have changed over the last two centuries.
these calls are hard to make even for human annotators). As a result, it is difficult to
put a precise guess for the exact year that “burned” became the primary past tense
of the verb “to burn”.
5.1.2 More on Language Change
The Culturomics study also investigated language change, in particular changes in
vocabulary size and content over time.
The new data allows us to do some different kinds of analysis on how language has
changed. With part-of-speech tags, it is now possible to determine the distribution of
the various parts of speech over time, which is one of many possible broader questions
about general trends in language.
Though the frequencies of many parts of speech have stayed roughly constant over
the last two centuries, there were a few notable shifts. Between 1800 and 2000, in
the collection of Google Books used to generate the ngram corpora, the frequency
of nouns rose from about 22% of all words to about 26%. Frequency of pronouns
dropped 40% from about 6% to under 4%, whereas the frequency of numbers nearly
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doubled. The graph is shown in figure 5-2.
It is possible that these changes are more representative of the collection of books
we used to generate the ngrams rather than the English language as a whole; for
example, the rise in numbers could be indicative of an increase of the proportion
of scientific publications included in Google Books. This concern is, however, also
applicable to any conclusions drawn from any other trends in the ngram corpus data,
and we believe that the books are drawn from sufficiently many places to generally
alleviate this concern.
5.2 Finding Changes
The ability to distinguish between different instances of the same word that are tagged
with different part-of-speech tags provides the opportunity to ask a very interesting
question: how has usage of particular words changed over time, and which words have
changed in terms of the primary part-of-speech with which they are tagged.
5.2.1 Procedure
We used Google’s MapReduce framework [5] to search all part-of-speech tagged uni-
grams (single words), with the goal of finding the set of words that had a change in
primary part-of-speech tag between 1800 and 2000, as well as the set that changed
between 1800 and 1900, and that changed between 1900 and 2000.
We did a first pass to gather and group together the yearly counts for all of the
unigrams representing the same word with a different part of speech tag (for instance,
“book NOUN” and “book VERB” would be grouped together with “book”), and
then extracted all words matching the following criteria to find the ones whose part-
of-speech tags had changed.
The criteria, when evaluated, were averaged over windows of time near the starting
year and the ending year so that an anomaly in a single year would not skew the results
too much (as any smaller units of time could have anomalies). When finding words
that had changed between 1800 and 2000, we used a window of 50 years, so that the
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properties were averaged over the years between 1800 and 1850 and between 1950 and
2000. For the time ranges 1800-1900 and 1900-2000, we used a smaller time window
of 25 years for averaging.
Words that are common enough. In the results, we allowed only words that
were sufficiently common in both of the time periods considered; for example, if a
word appeared only once in 1800-1850, and was tagged with a different POS tag than
its primary one, then that would lead to a false positive. Therefore, for this purpose
we discarded any words that occurred with a frequency of less than 0.0001% of all
words over either of the time periods. For reference, this is a similar frequency to
that of the word “bumper” in English.
Qualification for primary POS tag having changed. We defined the “primary”
part-of-speech tag of a given word as the tag that the word was tagged as in at least
60% of the occurrences of that word. Then, this system found any word was primarily
tagged as one POS tag in the earlier time period (1800-1850), and primarily tagged
as a different POS tag in the later time period (1950-2000).
5.2.2 Results
For each year range, there were roughly 100 returned words, out of all the existing
unigrams, that were common enough in both of the relevant time windows, and that
had a change in primary part-of-speech tag between the start and end years. Of
course, because it is likely for words to meet the criteria for two of the overlapping
time periods given, many of the words are contained both in the 1800-2000 list and
one of the smaller time periods.
Overall, each of the words in the list fell into one of a few categories. There were
several words in the returned list that, despite the measures taken to filter out such
examples, were in the category of words that were significantly less common in the
1800s than in more recent years; examples are common words such as maximum,
minimum, and later. Even though their numbers technically met the requirements,
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Figure 5-3: Graphs for console, console VERB, and console NOUN.
the words were sufficiently less common around 1800 that the change in POS tag did
not seem like a significant one.
Another general category of returned words were foreign words that are also En-
glish words; because foreign words are tagged with the part of speech tag “X”, this
registered as a change in primary part-of-speech tag depending on how often the for-
eign word showed up. Some examples were aura, which is also French; den, which is
also German; and jam, which is likely a scanning error of iam, which is Latin. The
fact that these came up at all is an indication of the imperfection of the language
classification of the collection of books, which is unavoidable.
Finally, the majority of the words in the list did qualify as words whose dominating
form has changed between 1800 and 2000. Many of them were words that commonly
occur in two different forms with similar meanings, where the more common form has
changed between the two time endpoints. Each of these may represent some change
in the usage of that word over time, though for many of them it is not evident if
a particular trend accounts for the change. Some examples of words that have two
forms with very similar meanings are alternative or amateur (which each may be an
adjective or noun), needs (which may be a verb or noun), or routine (which may be
an adjective or noun).
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Figure 5-4: Graphs for disabled, disabled VERB, and disabled ADJ.
Selected word results
This section discusses some other findings with respect to specific words that have
notable trends. The words whose trends are shown in this are a few selected examples
from the hundred or so returned words, many of which have interesting trends that
could lead to further investigation. The full list of words, and the corresponding
change in part-of-speech tags, are in tables B.4 and B.5.
Console (Figure 5-3). The word console has two very different meanings; the
overall trend for the word console mixes the two together, and therefore does not
have a very clear trend. However, separating out the graphs for the verb and the
noun, we can see (quite unsurprisingly) that the use of console as a noun has had a
sharp rise in the late 20th century, corresponding to the rise of computers and other
technology.
Disabled (Figure 5-4). The trend and rise in disabled ADJ is already fairly clear
from the overall trend of the word disabled, but the rise in the use of the word may
correspond to a general rise in the discussion, and perhaps legislation, of disabilities
in the late 20th century.
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Figure 5-5: Graphs for forge, forge NOUN, and forge VERB.
Forge (Figure 5-5). The graphs for the two different parts of speech for the word
forge show that, while the overall usage of the word does not change significantly over
the course of the two centuries investigated, in the last century or so there has been
a rise in its use as a verb. This rise could be attributed to a rise in usage of the word
in the context of forging documents or money; looking at a small sample of sentences
containing forge as a verb, the uses do seem to be in that context.
Rally (Figure 5-6). The overall trend of the word rally shows two peaks; one is
around 1860, and the other around 1960-1970. Of note on this graph is the fact that
the usage of the word rally seems to change around the second peak, with a significant
rise in the usage of the word as a noun, rather than as a verb, indicating the rise of
the concept of a “rally” as an important event, reflecting the cultural atmosphere of
those decades.
Tackle (Figure 5-7). Although the graph for the word tackle shows a generally
slow rise over the course of the two centuries covered by the graph, separating the word
into its two different parts of speech shows that the overall trend masks a significant
rise in the usage of tackle as a verb, starting in the late 19th century. Interestingly,
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Figure 5-6: Graphs for rally, rally NOUN, and rally VERB.
this rise coincides with that of the word football, though this correlation is by no
means conclusive evidence that the rise of football as a sport caused the rise of the
use of tackle as a verb.
Venture (Figure 5-8). Though the word venture has had an overall decline since
1800, its use as a noun has risen slowly starting from the late 19th century and
throughout the 20th century.
5.2.3 Discussion
The graphs above present the trends for different tags of each word in the collection
of books, but any discussion of what may have caused the change — such as the
relation between tackle and football — is simply speculation. In order to know for
certain what caused certain trends, one would have to categorize all occurrences
of the word which are tagged as each part-of-speech tag, and do a more precise
breakdown of all the contexts in which each tagged word was used. This might be
possible to do automatically with larger ngrams (such as 5-grams), though we did
not perform such an experiment. Furthermore, to do so for the full sentence contexts
for each occurrence, or to even get a representative sample, would likely result in an
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Figure 5-7: Graphs for tackle, tackle NOUN, and tackle VERB.
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Figure 5-8: Graphs for venture, venture VERB, and venture NOUN.
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unreasonable amount of data for humans to process.
To get an approximate sense of how each tagged word occurred in sentences,
we randomly extracted a small number of sentences (about 20) for each decade in
which each tagged word appeared, and read through them. Although the sentences
provided a general idea of how each word was being used (for instance, extracted
sentences confirmed expectations for how forge as a noun and as a verb were used),
in general it did not shed much light on what may have caused a shift in the usage
of a word.
In addition, as the surprising occurrence of foreign words in the returned results
emphasized, we must as usual be careful of when trends from the Google Books
collection may not apply to language as a whole.
There is also a potential for underestimating how much a word’s primary part-of-
speech tag has changed, due to the fact that our tagger was trained on modern text,
and therefore may err on the side of tagging a word as its dominant part-of-speech
tag in modern text. The trends found and described above, therefore, were at least
significant enough to surpass any potential underestimates of this form.
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Chapter 6
Analysis Using Dependencies
6.1 Benefits of dependencies over ngrams
The dependency relations from the Google Books text allow us to identify trends that
describe how often two words are related to each other, even if they are not adjacent
to one another in the sentence. This means that, for example, in the sentence “John
has short black hair”, we extract a dependency relationship hair → short, which
does not exist as a bigram, as the word black is in between them.
In addition to dependencies of adjectives modifying nouns, there are also many
other types of dependencies for which we could observe trends; for instance, we can
see which nouns are associated (as a subject or object) with particular verbs, or the
trend for a determiner attached to a noun. Dependency relations in general contain
information about sentence structure that is not present in plain ngrams, and can
potentially provide insight on how grammar has changed over the last two centuries.
In this chapter, we focus on dependency relations of the types NOUN → ADJ
and V ERB → NOUN , and investigate what the trends of dependencies in those
forms reveal.
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6.2 Historical sentiment analysis
Because it contains a significant quantity of text spanning multiple centuries, the
Google Books text provides a unique opportunity to track how the perception of dif-
ferent concepts has changed over time. It is known that, in particular, the perception
of various topics such as race and gender has shifted by a large amount in just the
past few decades, and the ngram corpora allow us to use real data to quantify those
shifts.
To take a first stab at finding changes in how particular topics are talked about,
we collected a list of words to investigate: nouns relating to various topics including
race, gender, religion, transportation, technology, and war, among others. Our goal
was to use the corpus of dependency relations involving these words to find adjectives
that are strongly associated with those nouns, and to see what conclusions we could
draw from those adjectives. In particular, we were interested in the perception of
these topics, and thought that the adjectives might be telling.
6.2.1 Finding top associated words
Once again using Google’s MapReduce framework [5], we developed a procedure to
find the top words with a specified part-of-speech tag that either modified or were
modified by a given target word.
Given a target word and its specified part-of-speech tag, such as train NOUN,
and the full corpus of dependency relations in the form head→ modifier, we filtered
the entries to collect all of the trends for dependency relations containing the target
word in the head position and an adjective in the modifier position, extracting every
dependency of the form target→??? ADJ .
Once we have all dependencies of that form for the given target T , we then calcu-
late the frequency fA,y of each adjective A in a particular year y as follows: first, we
calculate cA,y, the number of times A modifies T ; then, we calculate the number of
times any adjective modifies the target, defined as sT,y =
∑
A
cA,y. Then the frequency
fA,y is defined to be fA,y = cA,y/sT,y.
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For each adjective, we then average the values fA,y for all y ranging from 1800 to
2000. This procedure provides a measure of the association of each adjective with the
target word. We extracted the top ten adjectives modifying each of the target nouns
by getting the adjectives that had the maximum average, and subsequently graphed
the frequencies of each of those adjectives in terms of how often they modified the
target noun.
This method was generalizable to allow the target word to be specified as the
modifier, and to allow the output to be specified to be any part-of-speech tag, rather
than just adjectives, allowing us to also look for verbs associated with a given target
noun (extracting all dependencies of the form ??? V ERB → target), or to find all
nouns modified by a given target adjective (dependencies of the form ??? NOUN →
target). Though these were the only types of dependencies for which we looked for
trends, it is possible to use the same method to get any other relation, with the target
and output specified to be any other part-of-speech tag.
The next few sections describe some of the results we found when running these
queries on the corpus of dependency relations in English.
6.2.2 Top adjectives modifying nouns
As described above, we came up with a list of nouns for which to find the top adjec-
tives that modify each noun; these adjectives represent the top properties generally
associated with each target noun, and the resulting graphs show how the properties
associated with the noun change over time.
In this section, we look at some interesting trends that came from finding the top
adjectives for various nouns; notable things in these trends can be categorized into a
few general categories. The full list of nouns we queried can be found in Table B.2.
Perception and discussion of war
Many of the salient peaks and changes in trends uncovered by this study were in the
war-related terms, and how discussion of these terms has changed over various time
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Figure 6-1: Trends for the frequencies of civil, present, and last modifying war, as a
percentage of all adjectives modifying war during each year.
periods.
Several graphs for words modifying various nouns demonstrate how people wrote
about wars around wartime. The adjectives modifying the noun war (figure 6-1) itself
show that, while civil is in general the most common adjective directly modifying war,
during the time around both world wars, the adjective present had a spike; in the
years around World War II, there was also a spike in the adjective last, perhaps either
talking about the previous world war, or hoping that the present one would be the
last.
The trends also reveal sides in each war: in adjectives modifying invasion (figure
6-2, French and foreign generally dominate until the two World Wars, during which
there is a spike in German during both, and a spike in Japanese in the second.
Discussion of defense (figure 6-3) in general goes from being dominated by the
adjective self to a sharp rise in the adjective national throughout the beginning of
the 20th century, peaking in the 1940s around World War II.
Another notable war-related trend comes from the adjectives modifying the word
bomb (figure 6-4). There is no clear dominating adjective that modifies it until the
1940s, at which point there is, unsurprisingly, a huge spike in the adjective atomic.
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Figure 6-2: Trends for the frequencies of French, foreign, German, and Japanese
modifying invasion.
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Figure 6-3: Trends for the frequencies of self and national modifying defense.
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Figure 6-4: Trend for atomic modifying bomb.
This trend, though, can also be seen in the bigram atomic bomb, so the trend itself
is not one that only becomes possible with the presence of dependencies.
Finally, complementary to discussion of war is discussion of peace (figure 6-5);
the primary adjective modifying peace is public until around 1900. Beginning around
that time and then spiking around 1950 is the adjective international, highlighting
that the concept of peace changes to that of a worldwide peace. Also of note are
two smaller spikes around the time of each world war of occurrences of the adjectives
permanent and lasting.
Advancement of transportation
Trends in the technology of transportation can in particular be seen in adjectives
modifying the words cars, train, and transportation.
Of adjectives modifying the word cars (figure 6-6), the adjective electric has a
spike in the years around 1900, when electric cars were popular; it soon gives way
to motor, which spikes about midway between 1900 and 1950. Beginning around
1950, motor no longer dominates, and there is no particular adjective that does,
although new has a general rise around then, whch may correspond to the increasing
accessibility of owning a personal car. The trends indicating that there is no longer
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Figure 6-5: Trends for adjectives modifying peace.
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Figure 6-6: Trends for electric, motor, and new modifying cars.
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Figure 6-7: Trends for adjectives modifying train.
a dominant modifying adjective may signify the adoption of the word car, by itself
without specifications, into the general vocabulary as cars became more prevalent.
In the adjectives modifying train (figure 6-7), we can see the change in the primary
word sense of the word train. Before 1850, the primary adjective modifying train is
long, and although long stays one of the top adjectives throughout, just before 1850
there is a significant rise in many adjectives that clearly refer to train in the sense of
the locomotive: next, last, early, and express, among others.
Finally, the adjectives modifying transportation (figure 6-8) show the rise of public
transportation, as the adjective public rises beginning around 1950. There are two
other spikes, of cheap in the mid to late 1800’s, and a smaller spike of free around
1900.
Social changes
The changes in adjectives modifying the word slaves (figure 6-9) reflect a number of
important time periods in history. The dominant modifying adjective between about
1850 and about 1925, with the largest spike in the 1860s, is fugitive. Then, from
about 1940 to about 1970, there is a new spike for the adjective Negro. These two
peaks correspond roughly to the time of emancipation of slaves in America and to
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Figure 6-8: Trends for adjectives modifying transportation.
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Figure 6-9: Trends for various adjectives modifying slaves.
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Figure 6-10: Trends for various adjectives modifying servant.
the civil rights movement, respectively.
A related topic, that of the word servant (figure 6-10), also shows a change in
usage that is reflected in the adjectives modifying it: from 1800 until the early 1900s,
the three most prominent adjectives modifying the noun servant are humble, obedient,
and faithful. The prevalence of these three adjectives decreases over time, and starting
around the 1920s, there is an increasing dominance of the adjective civil ; this change
reflects the decrease of servitude as a common occurrence, and the beginning of the
trend where the word servant is now mostly used in the context of civil servants,
meaning government officials, rather than domestic servants.
6.2.3 Top verbs associated with nouns
For the same list of nouns as used in the previous section, we also found the top verbs
“modified” by those nouns, meaning that the target nouns were either the subject or
object of the returned verbs. The goal of this experiment was to see what actions were
associated with each of the target nouns; however, the results instead highlighted the
dominance of extremely common verbs like “to be”, and while they revealed some
interesting trends, did not reveal what particular actions were related to these topics.
The most notable trends found in this example were from changes in the prevalence
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Figure 6-11: Frequency of two tenses of to be related to war.
of the present tense as compared to the past tense. In the verbs related to war (figure
6-11), was is the most prominent except for during the two world wars, when there
are two spikes in is. Similarly, verbs for communism (figure 6-12) show a downward
trend for is and a rise in was, with the two lines crossing not long before 2000.
The trends for verbs related to conflicts (figure 6-13) show an interesting crossing:
around 1920, there is a sharp crossing between are and were, with are becoming the
most common verb to be associated with the noun conflicts. At the same time begins
a rise in the trend of resolve – apparently conflicts became more a thing of the present
than the past around that time, and people increasingly talked about resolving them.
6.2.4 Top nouns modified by sentimental adjectives
Finally, we found the top nouns that modified each adjective in a list of adjectives
that are generally associated with strong sentiment, such as good, bad, wonderful,
terrible, and so on, with the goal of finding any words that stand out as commonly
associated with good or bad adjectives, and whether those words have changed over
time. The full list of adjectives used for this experiment can be found in table B.1.
There was a rise in the occurrence of the adjective worthless (figure 6-14) modi-
fying the noun stock, beginning around 1900 and peaking around 1950; around 1950
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Figure 6-12: Frequency of two tenses of to be related to communism.
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Figure 6-13: Frequency of verbs related to conflicts.
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Figure 6-14: A peak in the how often the noun stock is modified by worthless as
compared to other nouns.
it was the most common noun modified by worthless. This trend may reflect the
aftermath of the stock market crash of 1929.
The primary noun modified by the adjective amazing (figure 6-15) has a transi-
tion between two dominant nouns; the first is rapidity in the 19th century, and it
transitions to a new peak of things in the 20th century.
The noun most modified by the adjective new (figure 6-16) for the latter half of
the 19th century was life; before that, world occurred among the most often. Around
the world wars, there are small spikes in the trends for both world and order.
Beginning around 1970, and continuing through the year 2000, there was a sharp
and steady increase in the occurrence of the noun news modified by the adjective bad
(figure 6-17); apparently bad news is on the rise.
6.2.5 Masculine and feminine adjectives
Using the data gathered as described in section 6.2.2, we isolated the nouns referring
to males and females (boy, girl, man, woman, etc), and aggregated the counts for
adjectives modifying each of the nouns in the list to get how often each adjective
modified a “masculine” or “feminine” noun in general. From this data, we defined a
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Figure 6-15: Trends for the nouns rapidity and things in how often they are modified
by amazing.
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Figure 6-16: Trends for the nouns life, world, and order in how often they are modified
by new.
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Figure 6-17: A recent rise in occurrences of the noun news being modified by adjective
bad.
measure of the “masculinity” of each adjective for each year considered.
Specifically, we collected two sets NM and NF of nouns, which are subsets of the
full list of nouns detailed in table B.2. For a given time period, we defined ca,m to
be the number of times adjective a modified any noun in NM in that time period; sm
to be the sum over all adjectives of ca,m; and fa,m = ca,m/sm. ca,f , sf , and fa,f were
defined analogously for the same time period. Then, we defined the “masculinity” of
a given adjective a to be the ratio fa,m/fa,f . Intuitively, this is how prevalent this
given adjective was in modifying masculine nouns as compared with feminine nouns.
Given these numbers, we could then determine which adjectives had changed the
most over time in this measure of “masculinity”, as a way to get a sense of the changes
in how men and women are described in text over the last two centuries from their
associated adjectives.
Plotting the average “masculinity” of each adjective from 1800-1850 against the
average value from 1950-2000 yielded a few adjectives that stood out in basically
each of the four quadrants: words that were more masculine in both time periods,
more feminine in both time periods, had changed from more feminine to more mas-
culine, and had changed from more masculine to more feminine. Table 6.1 lists some
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Masculine Feminine Masc. to Fem. Fem. to Masc.
fellow pregnant independent broken
armed virgin immoral handsomest
military beautiful celestial finest
bearded pretty sensual country
righteous widowed gracious dirty
bravest chaste illiterate big
civilized adulterous oppressed ragged
Table 6.1: Various adjectives that have or have not changed in a measure of “mas-
culinity” over time. These adjectives were a few of the ones that stood out either
as having the largest change or the largest consistent bias towards masculinity or
femininity.
examples of the words that stood out.
Figure 6-18 shows this plot, containing the words in 6.1 as well as some randomly
sampled words from the rest of the adjectives. Of note in this graph is that all of the
words that changed either from masculine to feminine or vice versa did not have a
very strong connotation to either side in either time period, particularly compared to
the words that had the strongest connotations.
6.3 Discussion
6.3.1 Dependencies versus bigrams
Some of the trends found were not unique to dependency relations; for adjectives
modifying nouns in particular, any NOUN → ADJ dependency that is sufficiently
significant has a very similar trend to that of the corresponding ADJ NOUN bigram;
while the dependency certainly catches cases in which the adjective modifying the
noun is not directly preceding it, this case may not be significant for most dependency
relations, and the general trend is likely to be reflected in the trend of the bigram. In
the case of the V ERB → NOUN dependencies, the results returned are more likely
to be hard to find by looking at just bigrams.
The method we used in this chapter is subtly different from looking directly at the
overall frequency trends of dependencies and bigrams. The trends considered in this
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Figure 6-18: A plot of the words in table 6.1 on a graph comparing masculinity in
each of the time periods, with some additional words selected at random (about 2%
of the other adjectives). Words that changed from more feminine to more masculine
are in blue; words that changed from more masculine to more feminine are in red.
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section for each adjective modifying a given noun are scaled by the total occurrences
of that noun. As a result, these trends are not affected by fluctuations in the overall
frequency of the noun.
6.3.2 Potentially better methods
The method used to get the words that most often modify (or are modified by) the
target word is only one of many ways in which we could interpret those numbers.
Because it calculates each word’s average frequency over all years between 1800 and
2000, there is a flaw that any word that appears in all time periods may dominate
over any words that were extremely common in a particular time period, but occurred
very rarely in others.
It would have been interesting to, rather than averaging over all years, calculate
which words were the most related in each decade, or even each year, and then to
compare those sets to see which word was at the top in each decade, and how those
sets changed.
Much more can be done with the investigations of masculinity described in section
6.2.5. The nouns described in table B.3, as they were taken from the overall noun
list listed in table B.2, are only a very small subset of the total set of gender-related
nouns that we could have used. Some notable omissions include the plural versions
of many of these nouns, such as girls and boys. A straightforward next step would be
to collect a more comprehensive list of nouns and repeat the same experiment.
6.3.3 Specificity of data
There was also some amount of uncertainty stemming from the fact that the generated
dependency relations were unlabelled; it was therefore unclear, in the experiment
described in section 6.2.3, whether the target nouns were the subjects or the objects
of the verbs they modified. For dependencies whose meanings are less evident than the
simple adjective modifying a noun, having information from the dependency labels
may contribute valuable insight.
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Chapter 7
Future Work
This thesis has presented only a few insights that are enabled by syntactically anno-
tated ngrams; there are still many new directions to explore.
7.1 Improvements to accuracy analysis
Any analysis of trends that relies on the syntactic annotations hinges on the accuracy
of the part-of-speech tags and the dependencies. If the part-of-speech tag or parse
information is suspect, then conclusions from the analyses are unreliable as well.
Though we were able to compute a simple measure of confidence for the accuracy of
the part-of-speech tags, there is potential for improving this estimate.
7.1.1 Tagging quality
As described in chapter 4, we estimated the accuracy of our part-of-speech tagger
on historical text by evaluating its accuracy on the PPCMBE, which contains text
from roughly the same time period as the earlier books in the portion of the Google
Books collection that we used. We also described our efforts to adapt the tagger to
the domain of the Google Books text by using word cluster features.
The tagging accuracy estimate, however, did not necessarily reflect the true accu-
racy of the tagger on the Google Books text; the PPCMBE was similar to the Google
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Books text in terms of the type of text, but did not reflect other properties of the
text, such as the effects of OCR errors or the particular genre distribution of the
collection.
In addition, it was not possible to accurately measure the improvement of the
tagger’s accuracy after using word cluster features from clusters calculated on ac-
tual Google Books text. Although it was possible to compare the tagging output
before and after using those cluster features, reading individual samples of text is not
sufficiently representative to come to any conclusions about the text as a whole.
One very labor-intensive approach to handling the question of tagging quality
would be to randomly select a subset of the Google Books text that is representative
of the distribution of books as a whole, and to manually assign POS tags to that text.
This approach was the one taken by Hinrichs and Zastrow [7] to evaluate and correct
the part-of-speech tagging accuracy for the Tu¨Ba-D/DC corpus. The drawback to
this approach is that it would require a significant amount of manual effort done by
experts (as non-experts would have difficulty identifying the more subtle differences
between various POS tags), and for such a subset to even be somewhat representative
could potentially require an intractable amount of text. However, this is perhaps
the only way to have a more definitive measure of tagging accuracy on the Google
Books collection, and to better tune our tagger to the historical text. With systems
such as Amazon’s Mechanical Turk, this type of tagging work could potentially even
be distributed across many humans online, though such a strategy would require a
method of ensuring the accuracy of the human taggers.
7.1.2 Parsing quality
Future researchers may want to examine the parsing quality on the Google Books
text. The PPCMBE did contain parse information for its sentences, but because the
corpus uses a different set of constituency labels for its parse trees than the standard
ones used in the Penn Treebank, we did not have the tools to convert it into the
dependency format that the parser output is in. As a result, evaluation of parser
accuracy is left to the future.
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A clear first step towards measuring parser accuracy would be to create a tool
to convert between the specific constituency parse format of the PPCMBE and the
dependencies used by the parser, which would enable an automatic evaluation of the
accuracy of the parser output as compared to the gold parse trees. However, this
method has the potential for the same mapping issues as arose with the POS tag
conversion; there were many POS tags in the PPCMBE that did not easily map to a
universal POS tag.
Evaluating on the PPCMBE would similarly still have the issue that the PPCMBE
does not exactly reflect the text of the Google Books collection, thus leading to the
same concerns that were discussed for tagging accuracy analysis. Again, the only
truly reliable way to build a training set would be to manually tag a representative
subset of the corpus.
7.2 Further grammatical investigation
There are more avenues open for grammatical investigation than the analyses de-
scribed in this thesis; the syntactic annotations for the ngrams provide a unique
large-scale annotated dataset that spans centuries of text, providing firsthand infor-
mation about the evolution of language over the years. A key future step for the
analysis of this data would be collaboration with linguists and other language experts
to determine what additional questions can potentially be answered with this data.
In the following sections, we detail some limitations and potential extensions of
the particular analyses in this thesis.
7.2.1 Additional context for POS tags
For our analysis of part-of-speech tagged unigrams, we extracted lists of words whose
primary parts of speech had changed over the last two centuries. A useful piece of
additional information for these words would be if and how the contexts that each
tagged word appeared in has changed. On an ngram level, a tagged word’s context
might refer to 5-grams containing that word; those 5-grams could be aggregated
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to consider trends for specific contexts of (for example) tackle NOUN as compared
to tackle VERB, or more general contexts in terms of the parts of speech of the
surrounding words.
Aggregating 5-grams, however, would have several drawbacks; in particular, in the
generated ngram corpora, any ngram with fewer than 40 total occurrences are filtered
out, and for 5-grams this occurs fairly often, so many examples of contexts would be
missed from not being sufficiently frequent. A more advanced and general method of
considering the contexts of tagged words would be to use the full sentence containing
the word, and perhaps to do additional processing to aggregate sentences based on
topic, or other attributes. This latter approach can only be pursued from within
Google, whereas analyses using just ngrams could be done outside Google using the
released ngram corpora.
7.2.2 Doing more with dependencies
Many of the trends found in the dependency analysis in chapter 6 have proxies in
bigrams. For example, although the bigram express train does not catch all instances
of when the adjective express modifies the noun train, it is likely to be a sufficient
majority of the instances that the trends would look similar.
This property, however, is more characteristic of dependencies of the form NOUN →
ADJ than of others, where the dependency reflects more about sentence structure,
and the distance between the head word and its modifier is likely to be larger than
one word. Our analysis of dependency relations of the form V ERB → NOUN
provided initial results regarding what can be found using dependencies that reflect
sentence structure; however, no investigation has yet been done into questions other
than “which modifiers or heads are most common for a given word?”
Investigating other types of dependency relations, potentially including extracting
and using dependency label information, could provide a large amount of information
about grammatical structure of sentences, and how that has tended to change over
time.
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7.2.3 Other word categories
As Liberman points out [12], there are myriad different ways one could distinguish
and group words into categories within the ngrams, and part-of-speech categories is
only one of them. Other examples, that cannot be handled even with the syntactically
annotated corpora produced by this project, include disambiguation based on word
sense even when the different senses of the word have the same part of speech tag (for
example, bank, referring to the institution and bank referring to a riverbank, which
are both nouns), how a multi-word topic such as United States is treated within a
sentence, or aggregating by categories such as dates, place names, and so on. A
valid concern is that, while we can annotate the corpora with various grammatical
information, it would be difficult to release aggregated corpora to satisfy the needs
of every scholar who might want to study some aspect of the Google Books text.
7.3 Finding sentiment trends in historical data
The Google Books text, because it spans many centuries and many genres, is also a
rich source for determining what the opinions surrounding a charged topic, such as
slavery or abortion, were at a given point in time. Any analysis of that type would
be extremely illuminating from a cultural standpoint. From the untagged ngrams,
Michel et al [15] could detect censorship and suppression, as well as quantify how
often particular topics were mentioned, and how those trends changed; however, it
is more difficult to quantify the general opinion surrounding a particular topic from
just words.
The goal of the analyses in chapter 6, which found the adjectives most commonly
modifying a given set of nouns, was to use dependency relations as a proxy for the
sentiment surrounding the nouns in our list. However, while the returned adjectives
certainly revealed how each term was most commonly used and discussed, and how
those trends changed over time, modifying adjectives alone provide too narrow a view
to determine something as complex as what opinion or perspective the text expressed;
such evaluations could potentially require at least the full sentence containing the
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word, if not more.
7.4 Analysis of other languages
Finally, the analyses in this thesis considered only trends in the English language, even
though we also generated data for seven other languages. There is great potential
both for investigations within other languages as well as cross-lingual grammatical
comparisons and analyses. There are many questions that can be posed regarding
investigations between multiple languages, including whether rates of grammatical
changes are similar around the world, or how sentiment surrounding various topics
differs in different languages (and, by proxy, countries). These investigations can also
use the German Tu¨Ba-D/DC corpus, and compare syntactic trends in that corpus
with those in the Google Books corpora.
In order to be more certain about the validity of the data and trends found by
comparing languages, we would need a method of evaluating the tagging and parsing
accuracy on languages other than English. English has the largest number of manu-
ally annotated treebanks available, however, and there are not many languages with
historical treebanks available to use for evaluation.
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Chapter 8
Contributions
With the continuing development of modern technology and our ability to automati-
cally process large amounts of information at once, the analysis of large-scale datasets
is becoming increasingly feasible. The Google Books collection, now containing over
6% of all of the books ever published, is the largest digitized collection of books in
existence, and contains more text than any human could ever read in a lifetime; the
culturomic study by Michel et al took the first step to learning what insights this
massive collection of text has to offer by building ngram corpora aggregated from the
text.
The primary contribution of this thesis was to take the next step by constructing
a new and improved version of the Google Books Ngram Corpus. The new edition
encompasses additional books and OCR quality improvements made within Google
since the last edition was released. More importantly, it provides annotations of the
ngrams with part-of-speech tags and head-modifier dependency information.
These annotations provide the ability to search for trends according to various
grammatical functions instead of using just words, and therefore open up the pos-
sibility of new avenues of linguistic research on historical texts. The Google Books
Ngram Viewer, online at http://books.google.com/ngrams, makes it possible for
anyone to query for individual ngrams and, later in 2012, will make the new editions
and syntactic annotations available and searchable as well. The ability to work with
this data is a valuable tool to historians and linguists alike.
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Our second contribution was to take this data and perform initial analyses on
it, shedding some light on the frequency and context of discussions of war, technol-
ogy, slavery, and gender roles by analyzing the part-of-speech tags and dependency
relations in the new edition of the corpus.
We hope that the dataset presented in this thesis, and the initial analyses we per-
formed, set the groundwork for future historical, linguistic, and cultural discoveries.
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Appendix A
Tagging and Clustering Data
A.1 Part-of-speech tag examples
Tag English Spanish French German
Adj other, such mayor, gran tous, meˆme anderen, ersten
Adp of, in de, en de, a` in, von
Adv not, when no, ma´s ne, plus auch, so
Conj and, or y, que et, que und, daß
Det the, a la, el la, les der, die
Noun time, people parte, an˜os temps, partie Zeit, Jahre
Pron it, I que, se qui, il sich, die
Verb is, was es, ha est, sont ist, werden
Tag Russian Italian Chinese Hebrew
Adj vse,to stesso, grande 大, 新 !רחא, !לודג
Adp v, na di, in 在, 对 !ב, !ל
Adv tak, bolee non, piu´ 不, 也 !לכ, !אל
Conj i, qto che, ed 和, 与 !ו, !יכ
Det - la, il 这, 各 !ה
Noun ego, on parte, tempo 年, 人 !תיב, !לארשי
Pron - che, si 他, 我 !אוה, !הז
Verb bylo, byl e´, sono 是, 有 !Nיא, !היה
Table A.1: The two most common words for some POS tags in the new Google Books
Ngram Corpus for all languages.
Table A.1 lists the two most common words that are tagged in each of the language
corpora as the given part of speech tag, for a selected set of part-of-speech tags. In
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this table, we can see some amount of overlap between the most common words for
a POS tag across different languages.
Because of the frequency of function words, some of these words (such as other and
such for English adjectives) are not entirely intuitive; some more expected examples
might be big or small as adjectives, and quickly for an adverb.
In the Russian treebank, pronouns and determiners are not explicitly annotated; as
a result, the words most commonly tagged as nouns in Russian are actually pronouns.
A.2 Tagged text example
The prefent knowledge of this moft noble fcience
(1) DET NOUN NOUN ADP DET ADV ADJ NOUN
(2) DET ADJ NOUN ADP DET ADV ADJ NOUN
can afllgn 3 proper reafon for almoft every
(1) VERB VERB NUM ADJ NOUN ADP DET DET
(2) VERB VERB NUM ADJ NOUN ADP ADV DET
particular phenomenon ; it fubjefls them to
(1) ADJ NOUN . PRON VERB PRON PRT
(2) ADJ NOUN . PRON VERB PRON PRT
ftrict , to unanfwerable , calculation ; and
(1) VERB . PRT ADJ . NOUN . CONJ
(2) VERB . PRT ADJ . NOUN . CONJ
deduces eflential benefits from the refults .
(1) VERB ADJ NOUN ADP DET NOUN .
(2) VERB ADJ NOUN ADP DET NOUN .
Figure A-1: An example sentence from an 1803 book entitled The Elements of Natural
or Experimental Philosophy, by Tiberius Cavallo.
Figure A-1 shows the tags assigned by the tagger to the example sentence, which
reads “The present knowledge of this most noble science can assign a proper reason
for almost every particular phenomenon; it subjects them to strict, to unanswerable,
calculation; and deduces essential benefits from the results.”
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In the figure, each line (1) contains the tags produced by a tagger using cluster
features trained on Google News, and each line (2) contains the corresponding tags
produced by a tagger customized to this domain, using cluster features trained on
the Google Books collection as described in section 4.4. In general, the tags agree;
the two words on which they disagree are both in words with a medial-s (“prefent”
and “almoft”).
Note that this excerpted text was taken from a previous edition of Google Books,
as generated with the first edition of the ngram corpora in 2009, and that there are
likely to be fewer errors in the OCR output in the most up-to-date text. The clusters
themselves were computed on the most recent edition of Google Books.
A.3 PPCMBE POS Tag Mapping
Table A.2 shows all of the mappings used to map PPCMBE tags to universal POS
tags. There are many compound tags used for compound words in the PPCMBE;
the only such tags included in table A.2 are the ones for which the mapping differed
from that of the last tag in the compound word.
For example, the tag ADJ+N was used to tag compound nouns formed from an
adjective and a noun, such as gentleman. This tag was not included in the table
because it was mapped to the same universal tag (NOUN) as the last item in the
compound tag (N).
In total, there were 250 distinct tags (including all compound tags as distinct)
used in the PPCMBE. Table A.2 includes 117 of those mappings.
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PPCMBE Tag Universal Tag Description of PPCMBE tag
’ . single quote
, . sentence-internal punctuation
. . sentence-final punctuation
” . double quote
$ PRT possessive marker
ADJ ADJ adjective
ADJ+VAG ADJ compound word, e.g. sweet-tasting
ADJ+VAN ADJ compound word, e.g. long-continued
ADJR ADJ adjective, comparative
ADJS ADJ adjective, superlative
ADV ADV adverb
ADV+P ADV compound word, e.g. therefore
ADV+P+P ADV compound word, e.g. heretofore
ADV+P+VAN ADJ compound word, e.g. therein-mentioned
ADV+QR ADV the compound word evermore
ADV+VAG ADJ compound word, e.g. everlasting
ADV+VAN ADJ compound word, e.g. aforesaid
ADV+VBN ADJ the compound word well-come
ADV+WARD ADV the compound word afterwards
ADVR ADV adverb, comparative
ADVR+Q ADV compound word, e.g. overmuch
ADVS ADV adverb, superlative
ALSO ADV also and eke
BAG VERB be, present participle
BE VERB be, infinitive
BED VERB be, past (incl. past subjunctive)
BEI VERB be, imperative
BEN VERB be, perfect participle
BEP VERB be, present (incl. present subjective)
C ADP complementizers
CONJ CONJ coordinating conjunctions
D DET determiners
D+N ADV compound word, e.g. awhile
D+OTHER DET another and tother (the + other)
DAG VERB do, present participle
DAN VERB do, passive participle
DO VERB do, infinitive
DOD VERB do, past (incl past subjunctive)
DOI VERB do, imperative
DON VERB do, perfect participle
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PPCMBE Tag Universal Tag Description of PPCMBE tag
DOP VERB do, present (incl present subjunctive)
ELSE ADV else in or else
EX DET existential there
FOR ADP infinitival for
FP ADV focus particles
FW X foreign words
HAG VERB have, present participle
HAN VERB have, passive participle
HV VERB have, infinitive
HVD VERB have, past (incl past subjunctive)
HVI VERB have, imperative
HVN VERB have, perfect participle
HVP VERB have, present (incl present subjunctive)
INTJ X interjections
MD VERB modal verb, untensed
N NOUN common noun, singular
N+RP NOUN compound word, e.g. looker-on
N+VAG ADJ compound word, e.g. money-making
N+VAN ADJ compound word, e.g. self-satisfied
N+WARD ADV direction words, e.g. southward
N$ NOUN common noun, singular, possessive
NEG ADV negations
NPR NOUN proper noun
NPR$ NOUN proper noun, possessive
NPRS NOUN proper noun, plural
NPRS$ NOUN proper noun plural possessive
NS NOUN common noun plural
NS+ADJ NOUN compound word, e.g. Courts-martial
NS$ NOUN common noun plural possessive
NUM NUM cardinal numbers except one
ONE NOUN the word ONE (except as focus particle)
ONE$ PRON one, possessive
OTHER ADJ other, most uses
OTHER+N ADV the word otherwise
OTHER$ NOUN other, nominal use, singular possessive
OTHERS NOUN other, nominal use, plural
OTHERS$ NOUN other, nominal use, plural, possessive
P ADP prepositions
P+ADJ ADV compound word, e.g. asunder
P+ADVR+Q ADV compound word, e.g. inasmuch
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PPCMBE Tag Universal Tag Description of PPCMBE tag
P+D+N ADV the word by-the-bye
P+N ADV various words; see section 4.3.3
PRO PRON pronoun
PRO+N PRON reflexive pronoun
PRO$ PRON possessive pronoun
PRO$+N PRON reflexive pronoun
Q DET quantifier
Q+NS ADV the word sometimes
Q+RP ADJ the word half-over
Q+VAG ADJ compound word, e.g. all-knowing
Q+VAN ADJ compound word, e.g. half-shrouded
Q+WPRO ADV the word somewhat
QR ADV quantifier, comparative
QS ADV quantifier, superlative
RP PRT adverbial particles
RP+VAN ADJ compound word, e.g. over-grown
RP+VBN ADJ compound word, e.g. bygone
RP+WARD ADV directions, e.g. upward, downward
SUCH ADJ all uses of the word such
TO PRT infinitival to, at, and til
VAG VERB present participle
VAG+RP VERB compound word, e.g. packing-up
VAN VERB passive participle
VB VERB infinitive verb
VBD VERB past (incl past subjunctive)
VBI VERB imperative
VBN VERB perfect participle
VBP VERB present (incl present subjunctive)
WADV ADV wh-adverb
WADV+P ADV compound word, e.g. wherefore
WD DET wh-determiner
WD+ADV DET adverbial use of the word whatever
WD+ADV+ADV DET other uses of the word whatever
WPRO DET wh-pronoun
WPRO$ PRON wh-pronoun, possessive
WQ ADP whether, if (when introducing questions)
X X unknown part of speech
Table A.2: Mappings from PPCMBE tags to universal POS tags.
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Appendix B
Data for Analyses
B.1 Word Lists for Dependency Analyses
Tables B.1 and B.2 list the adjectives and nouns, respectively, used as input in the
analyses described in chapter 6.
amazing good sad
bad grand significant
best great terrible
boring happy trivial
cold horrible valuable
complicated interesting valued
delightful lovely warm
dreadful new wonderful
excellent old worthless
exciting pathetic wretched
fascinating poor
frightful rich
Table B.1: List of adjectives for which we found the nouns that each most commonly
modifies. This list was used for the analyses in section 6.2.4.
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abortion Buddhist defence Jew Nigger star
admiral bus defences Jews nurse stars
admirals buses defense king opium state
adultery busses defenses lieutenant parents states
aircraft cancer democracy lieutenants peace sun
aircrafts cannabis dictatorship locomotive plane Sun
airplane captain disease locomotives planes supervisor
airplanes captains dream Mahometan planet supervisors
alcohol car dreams malaria planets surgery
alien carrier earth man polio syphilis
aliens carriers Earth manager pregnancy terrorism
America cars Evangelical managers president terrorist
American Catholic evolution marriage priest terrorists
Americans Catholics father measles Protestant tobacco
armed child Father men queen town
armies children flu militaries rabbi towns
army China France military rebel train
automobile cholera gender minister rebels trains
automobiles Christian general Minister religion transport
babies Christians generals missile religions transportation
baby city Germany missiles science troop
battle cities girl mom scientist troops
battlefield civilian heart Mom scientists truck
battlefields civilians helicopter mommy servant trucks
battles cocaine helicopters Mommy servants tuberculosis
bible colonel heroin monarchy sex USA
Bible colonels herpes mother sexuality Vietnam
birth communism hospital Mother ship war
blacks communist husband motorbike ships wars
Blacks communists hysteria motorbikes sister web
boat conflict illness motorcycle slave wedding
boats conflicts immigrant motorcycles slavery wife
bomb cruise immigrants Muslim slaves world
boss cruises influenza Muslims smallpox woman
bosses dad invader nation socialism women
boy Dad invaders nations socialist
brain daddy invasion Negro socialists
Britain Daddy invasions Negroes soldier
brother death Japan nigger soldiers
Table B.2: List of nouns for which we gathered the top modifying adjectives over the
time period ranging from 1800 to 2000; these were used for the analyses described in
sections 6.2.2 and 6.2.3.
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Masculine Nouns Feminine Nouns
boy girl
brother mom
dad Mom
Dad mommy
daddy Mommy
Daddy mother
father Mother
Father sister
husband wife
man woman
men women
Table B.3: The subsets of the nouns listed in table B.2 that were gender-related.
These nouns were used in the analyses described in section 6.2.5.
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B.2 Output Data for POS Change Analysis
As described in chapter 5, we extracted the words whose primary part-of-speech tag
had changed in each of the three time periods of 1800-2000, 1800-1900, and 1900-2000.
Word 1800 2000 Word 1800 2000
13th NOUN ADJ borrowing VERB NOUN
Civil ADJ NOUN burns VERB NOUN
Corresponding NOUN VERB caloric NOUN ADJ
Established NOUN VERB capitalist NOUN ADJ
Geological ADJ NOUN captures NOUN VERB
Hey NOUN X cardinal NOUN ADJ
Israelite NOUN ADJ cares NOUN VERB
Matt. ADJ NOUN cocked ADJ VERB
Ordinary NOUN ADJ commoner NOUN ADJ
Quest ADJ NOUN converse VERB NOUN
Rom. ADJ NOUN creep VERB NOUN
Show VERB NOUN damn VERB ADJ
Sing NOUN VERB den NOUN X
Talk NOUN VERB diffuse VERB ADJ
Want NOUN VERB dining VERB NOUN
Wesleyan ADJ NOUN disabled VERB ADJ
accounting VERB NOUN discredit NOUN VERB
aggrieved VERB ADJ downright ADJ ADV
alia X DET drives VERB NOUN
als NOUN X endeavor VERB NOUN
amateur NOUN ADJ equals NOUN VERB
amounts VERB NOUN excise NOUN ADJ
anathema NOUN ADJ fake NOUN ADJ
assigns VERB ADJ finishes VERB NOUN
attribute VERB NOUN firm ADJ NOUN
auditory NOUN ADJ fits NOUN VERB
aura X NOUN flow VERB NOUN
avant X ADJ forge NOUN VERB
balanced VERB ADJ fostering ADJ VERB
battered VERB ADJ freeze VERB NOUN
beats VERB NOUN funded ADJ VERB
bid VERB NOUN handle NOUN VERB
bids VERB NOUN idem X PRON
blend VERB NOUN imprint VERB NOUN
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Word 1800 2000 Word 1800 2000
institute VERB NOUN rally VERB NOUN
inter ADP ADJ ray NOUN ADJ
interim NOUN ADJ repair VERB NOUN
jam X NOUN rescue VERB NOUN
jure X NOUN retarded VERB ADJ
key NOUN ADJ rev NOUN X
later ADJ ADV routine NOUN ADJ
lending VERB NOUN safeguard NOUN VERB
levy VERB NOUN scattering VERB NOUN
lighting VERB NOUN seasoned VERB ADJ
loading VERB NOUN sera X NOUN
loc NOUN . sets VERB NOUN
loci X NOUN sew ADJ VERB
lull VERB NOUN sind VERB X
maximum NOUN ADJ sovereign NOUN ADJ
medulla ADJ NOUN sparkle VERB NOUN
mimic ADJ VERB spin VERB NOUN
minimum NOUN ADJ spoil NOUN VERB
minute ADJ NOUN standard NOUN ADJ
mix VERB NOUN steering VERB NOUN
needs VERB NOUN surmise NOUN VERB
novel ADJ NOUN suspects VERB NOUN
paint VERB NOUN tackle NOUN VERB
paints VERB NOUN tandem X NOUN
pea NOUN ADJ tel X NOUN
perforated VERB ADJ trace VERB NOUN
planning VERB NOUN uses NOUN VERB
portal ADJ NOUN venture VERB NOUN
premise VERB NOUN walled VERB ADJ
primate NOUN ADJ want NOUN VERB
proceeds VERB NOUN wants NOUN VERB
prolonged VERB ADJ
puzzle VERB NOUN
quo X NOUN
Table B.4: Words whose primary POS tag changed between 1800 and 2000, with
their primary parts of speech around each of the endpoints.
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Word 1800 1900 Word 1900 2000
Back NOUN ADV Acta NOUN DET
Cal ADJ NOUN Armed VERB NOUN
Cloth NOUN ADJ Atomic ADJ NOUN
advance VERB NOUN Excess NOUN ADJ
annoying VERB ADJ Ref X NOUN
bereaved VERB ADJ Vice ADJ NOUN
chartered ADJ VERB alternative NOUN ADJ
circumscribed VERB ADJ approaches VERB NOUN
clustered ADJ VERB click NOUN VERB
convict VERB NOUN confessional NOUN ADJ
curb VERB NOUN console VERB NOUN
enduring VERB ADJ controls VERB NOUN
exacting VERB ADJ daytime NOUN ADJ
greeting VERB NOUN directive ADJ NOUN
learned ADJ VERB et X VERB
maxima X NOUN handicapped VERB ADJ
perfumed VERB ADJ lending VERB NOUN
poisoning VERB NOUN priced ADJ VERB
rush VERB NOUN prostate NOUN ADJ
sill VERB NOUN purport NOUN VERB
slide VERB NOUN rental NOUN ADJ
strip VERB NOUN reverses NOUN VERB
subaltern ADJ NOUN scatter VERB NOUN
teaching VERB NOUN shout NOUN VERB
tropic NOUN ADJ silicate NOUN ADJ
westward NOUN ADV subsidiary ADJ NOUN
yell NOUN VERB
Table B.5: Additional words whose part-of-speech tag changed between 1800 and
1900 (the left table) and between 1900 and 2000 (the right table). Words that were
already included in Table B.4 were not included in these tables.
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